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★ #13 Across was originally called? (two words) [SAFARIVILLAGE]

Across
1. Just as you enter Dinoland, USA is an 

interactive playground for children themed as a 
"dig site." (1 word) [BONEYARD] 

Down
2. This wild ride on 'steam donkeys' brings you 

face to face with the Yeti of the Forbidden 
Mountain. (Expedition _______) [EVEREST] 



Across
7. This Adirondack-style section of the park was, at 

one time, thought to be only temporary. (____ 
Minnie-Mickey) [CAMP] 

8. This colorful parade begins and ends in 
Harambe Village each afternoon. (Mickey's 
Jammin' ______ Parade) [JUNGLE] 

11. This outdoor amphitheater has been host to the 
same bird show since the park opened in 1998. 
(Caravan _____) [STAGE] 

12. This area of the park can only be reached by #9 
Down and includes #11 Down & 15 Across. 
(Rafiki's _____ Watch) [PLANET] 

13. This area acts as the central hub of the park and 
shares its name with the island in the middle of 
Bay Lake. (_________ Island) [DISCOVERY] 

15. This area of the park, which can only be 
reached by #9 Down, includes a colorful mural 
of 600 animals at its entrance.  (Conservation 
_______) [STATION] 

16. This bird show with a conservation theme, has 
been performed in #11 Across since the park 
opened. (Flights of ______) [WONDER] 

20. This Dinoland, USA ride is very similar to its twin 
sisters over in the new Fantasyland's Storybook 
Circus. (TriceraTop ____) [SPIN] 

21. This truck ride through a realistic African 
savannah is named after the highest mountain 
in Africa. (___________ Safaris) 
[KILIMANJARO] 

24. An outdoor meet-and-greet area, located in #7 
Across, where you can meet some of your 
favorite Disney characters. (Character Greeting 
______) [TRAILS] 

25. This theater has been host to Mowgli, Tarzan 
and Nemo through the years and seats 1,500 
guests. (Theater in the ____) [WILD] 

26. This area of the park, which did not open until 
1999, includes #2 & #17 Down. [ASIA] 

27. This wildly popular musical show, located in #7 
Across, is based on the 1994 academy award 
winning animated feature. (Festival of the ____ 
____) [LIONKING] 

Down
3. This Dinoland, USA ride can make some people 

so sick it has been nicknamed "Primeval 
Hurl!" (Primeval _____) [WHIRL] 

4. Here in the Africa section of the park you will 
find the authentic village of _______. (1 word) 
[HARAMBE] 

5. If you are afraid of insects, then this 3D movie 
located inside of #24 Down, may not be the 
place for you! (It's _____ to be a Bug) [TOUGH] 

6. Tigers, bats and birds can be observed along 
this walking trail which begins in #26 Across. 
(Maharajah ______ ____) [JUNGLETREK] 

9. This train which runs from Africa is unique in 
that all of its seats face outward. (Wildlife 
_______ Train) [EXPRESS] 

10. Here in the Asia section of the park you will find 
the mythical Kingdom of _________. (1 word) 
[ANANDAPUR] 

11. Kids seem to love this gentle animal petting 
area of #12 Across. (Affection _______) 
[SECTION] 

13. This attraction was originally called Countdown 
to Extinction, but its name was changed in 2001 
to match the movie by the same name. 
[DINOSAUR] 

14. In Africa, this walking trail leads you past 
Colobus Monkey, Okapi and Gorilla exhibits, just 
to name a few. (Pangani ______ Exploration 
Trail) [FOREST] 

16. This special "onstage" tour takes guests on an 
up close and personal look at some of the 
inhabitants of #21 Across. (____ Africa ____) 
[WILDTREK] 

17. Tiger Rapids Run was the original name for this 
very wet ride in Asia. (Kali _____ Rapids) 
[RIVER] 

18. This show, performed in The Theater in the 
Wild, is unusual since there were no songs in 
the original movie. (_______ Nemo–The 
Musical) [FINDING] 

19. The initial transition area of the park between 
the entrance and #13 Across, was initially called 
Genesis Gardens. (The _____) [OASIS] 

22. In this section of the park you will find #14 Down 
& #21 Across, as well as a train station. 
[AFRICA] 

23. This land is no Main Street, but it does have a 
Route 498. (________ U.S.A.) [DINOLAND] 

24. The park's impressive icon actually began life as 
an oil rig! (____ of ____) [TREELIFE] 


